
Public Toilet Updates from October 21 to April 22 

Dollar’s Public Toilets (or lack of them) informal update – October 2021 

Trust Board member, Sue Price, has been leading on the Public Toliet project with support 

from Rebecca McFarlane.  

Current Provision 

There is a disused and out of order ‘automat’ public toilet on the Burnside (see picture below)  

This is owned by the council and could be restored and taken over by the community. However, it 

has stood unused for 7 years now, and there are concerns that the automatic door could stick, 

trapping someone inside. They are generally set to open the door up after 15 mins to stop someone 

sleeping inside and are set to alert if they are being vandalised in the newer versions of the existing 

automated loo. These are generally used as back-up provision for existing facilities.  

There is a general consensus that this type of toilet is not favourable for a number of reasons; 

including vulnerable individuals getting stuck, and/or the door inadvertently opening whilst 

someone is using the facility.  

The figures from the council for use of the existing toilet from 2011 to 2014 suggest that it was being 

used an average of 1700 times per year which at 50p per visit would generate £850 income per year. 

Approximate costs to run the existing facility have been estimated as tabled below (by Stephen Roe 

in 2019). There is grant money available for this type of expenditure – but we would need a grant 

that allowed for expense as well as capital outlay, or the community would need to subsidise the 

running costs. 

Item Annual cost Source Mitigation/question 

Cleaning -£780 Estimate Ask volunteers? 

Electricity -£245 Council Request free from utility? 

Water £0 Council Charity exempt 

Consumables -£250 Estimate Provided by sponsor? 

Maintenance -£200 Estimate 
Inspection report indicates good/v good 

condition 

Insurance -£100 Estimate   

Total cost -£1,575     

 

Alternatives - for Discussion/Consultation 

Option Pros Cons Issues 

Existing Loo Cheap/in situ 
Dangerous 
Would need contactless 
payment update. 

• Council to transfer 
ownership 

• safety 

New Version of 
existing Loo on 
existing Site 

In Situ, village are 
used to it. 
Grant money is 
available 

Cost (there are companies 
that do stand alone loos 
with/without automatic 
doors) 

• Removal/Disposal  
Cost to be confirmed 

Build on existing 
site 

Ease of Planning 
Village is used to it 

Cost (approx. £25k) 
 

Council owned land 
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Option Pros Cons Issues 

Grant money is 
available. Use local 
builder/ contractor. 

Planning issues 
(access, footpath, 
community plan) 

New build or new 
loo on different 
site 

Use of non-council 
land. Do we have any 
community land? 
 

Cost dependent on type of 
loo used.  

Would still require 
planning permission, 
but not an asset 
transfer 

 

Next Steps 

1. What are the planning implications? Would the council transfer the existing land to us for 

use to put or build a loo? What size, shape, access etc? 

2. What can we afford? New block (as pictured below) or similar type of portaloo? 

3. Alternative locations? 

4. Alternative options – there is a scheme called the Comfort Scheme, whereby facilities with 

toilets are paid a grant to make them publicly available.  

5. Any other ideas? 

Current (non- functioning) toilet owned by Clacks Council 

 

Modern automated loo and possible brick built structure (£25k plus VAT estimate) 
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Update from Sue – April 2022 

• I met with the engineer from Ireland today who for a is tied to a company called 
Healthmatic. He is an engineer for automatic toilets and currently mainly fixes and upgrades 
them 

• He looked in the back of the loo and switched on the power. It would appear that there still 
electricity connected to it 

• His view is that it is not complicated – he cleared the money slot, which is generally the issue 
with these units as coins get stuck especially as it was full of 1p and 2ps. He also showed me 
the contactless system that Healthmatic are now putting onto their systems. 

• He is now going to contact Francioli and see if he can get a set of drawings, and he will put 
together a quote for him to come over and fix it. He was talking about £1-£2k depending on 
parts etc. He did think though that the parts that might need replacing were fairly standard. 

• The next step would be to get it cleaned (it will need a power hose!) and to get the plumbing 
and water connection checked out. 

• Three people came up to me while we had it open saying how good it would be to have it 
back!  

 


